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NtCsKTIC SHIELDING KlICII ANALYSIS* 

John Kerns, Andrew DeLates. and Joe Febyan 
Lawrence Liverwore National Laboratory, University oC California 

Livarmore, CA 945S0 

Abstract 

Two passive m*t,ntt£c-shisldiruj-dssign approach*• 
for static external fields ara reviewed. The first 
approach u i o the shielding solutions for epherea and 
cylinders while the second approach requires aolvint 
Maxwell** eeuatione. Experimental dace taken at LLNL 
are compared with the results from these 
shieldings-design acthoda, and improvements are 
recommended for the second method. Design 
contidcrationa are diacusscd hare along with the 
importance of Material gaps in the shield. 

Introduction 

Kagnetic-shieldings-design analysis is exact for 
spheres, cylinders, or ellipsoids* The analysis 
becomes inexact for wore complex shield geometries. 
The design problem is to divert the field from the 
desired area or to add bucking fields that cancel the 
existing fields. One approach uses ferromagnetic 
materials to provide a low resistance flux path around 
the shielded object. This path can be a small 
perturbation in the existing flux pattern, or it can 
aid the applied flux in shortening its closed path 
structure. This passive approach is practical for use 
in fields up to 7000 gauss. P^ative shielding can be 
used in fields up to the saturation value of the 
material, for example 20,000 gauss for soft iron, but 
the shield's weight and cost become excessive. 

Another design approach uses a bucking field, 
which adds to the existing field to produce a field 
null. Two methods may be used: The first is to build 
a magnet or a series of magnets to null the field. The 
second method uses the eddy currents produced by the 
background field in a superconducting shield to create 
the bucking field. These active shields require more 
design effort because of their fluid and electrical 
systems. 

We are conrprned with the design methods used for 
passive shields in a steady background field. These 
methods are needed to design magnetic shielding for 
neutral beamiines and for diagnostic equipment for 
magnetically confined fusion experiments. Passive 
shielding is becoming more important as fusion 
experiments become larger. These large experiments 
have high magnetic fields in the plasma region and, 
therefore, high fringe fields near the machine. Also, 
the size of the diagnostic equipment and the neutral 
beamiines scales as the size of the machine. The 
requirement that this equipment be shielded from the 
high magnetic fields implies that an accurate method be 
used to design these shiolds. 

In this paper, two methods for designing passive 
shields will be reviewed. The first section of the 
paper reviews the analytic solutions for shielding with 
spherical, cylindrical, or ellipsoidal shapes. The 
second section discusses a method that requires the 
knowledge of the magnetic flux that enters the shield. 
This knowledge is then used to develop a shielding 
design. In the last section, experimental data taken 
at LLNL will be combined with the design methods to 
allow a final design method to be recommended. 

Shielding Designs eased on Spheres or Cylinders 

These designs are based on the magnetic shielding 
properties of hollow spheres and long cylinders. There 
are clsssieal solutions |l,2] for these shapes when the 
permeability is fixed. The snslyticsi results, taken 
from Ref. 2, ore given in Eqs. 1 and 2. In Cq. I the 
external f.elrs sre perpendicular (transverse) to the 
axis of the iifinitely long cylinder, 

H. • I 

H. 

CM, 

cylinder (I) 

sphere (2) 

•V' 
In these equations, Che inner diameter is a, the 

outer diameter is b, and the permeability of the 
material and the surr-unding medium are \i\ and yj 
respectively. The ex. ;rnal field is H 0 and the field 

. The ratio of H 0/Hf is the 
In shielding problems the 
l\>2 (i.e. n r) is large and a/b 
Iso the ratio y r(d/b), where d 
shield, is much larger than one. 

These assumptions reduce Eqs. 1 and 2 to 3 and 4 [3]. 

inside the shield is t 
shielding parameter S. 
relative permeability 
is approximately one. 
is the thickness of th-

d 

•"Urn 

cylinder (3) 

sphere (4) 

A useful interpretation of Bq. 3 is that Che magnetic 
flux carried in the walls of the shield is equivalent 
to twice the outer diameter ciaes the external field 
(Bo>-

The magnetic field intensity in the material is 
also equal to Hj. This is due to the boundary 
conditions. The magnetic induction CBj,) in the 
material can be estimated by using a permeability 
curve. This is an estimate, because the permeability 
(B-H) curves are based on the initial magnetization of 
a Roland ring. The actual permeability is material 
and shape dependent. For example, an infinitely long 
cylinder in an axial field is saturated and has no 
shielding capability. The relative permeability in 
this case is zero. The geometry effects of the 
infinitely long cylinder in ixial fields can be 
accounted for by the use of a demagnetizing factor (N) 
which multiplies the relative permeability. 
Demagnetization changes the shielding effectiveness of 
a cylinder from Eq. 3 to 

S - N u • r l - (5) 

*Work performed under the auspices of the 0.5. 
under contract number W-7*D5-£NG-48. 
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sa* l i i a u M t i t m w tacter it t/3 *e4 far cylimdara in 
trtMvtrM field* it ia 1/2. •"•* « disc with the 
fieU w m l te ic« f*e« tha d f atMtiaatioa factor it 
earn? fee the fece end aaro for the SL*«S. THe ui« of 
*«••§** CLaatim* fact era atlava we c« * M l-M curve* 
f*r tlt« permeeaiUty of various «hioL4iftf ahepe*. 

TS« V « 1 M of 1^ in the material «lio eepend> o n 

the material's magnetic and work hardened hiatory. 
KonuUy, shielding material i» magnetically aoft with 
* narrow hyattrceia curve. Itciuic th* hyataroaio 
curvo ia narrow the I-H curve can b* used to give 
valuta of 1*. 

The designer must determine the shielding 
thickntaa. U« know that S/u r ia tha ratio of the 
external field to the field in tha aaterial. To 
minimic* the ahield thickness we assumed ft* ia Che 
••Curation value (B t) of the aaterial and we 
multiply tha saturation value by the demagnetization 
factor, Pur cylinder*, in tranaverae field* B n ia 
equal to be B s/2. With this assumption, the value 
of d can be readily computed. 

The ahield thickneaa calculated from Eqa> 3 or 4 
can be larger than ia practical for the deaign 
problem. The practicality dependa on the shield 
location, weight, and coat. If these factors are 
important then a more effective shielding design ia 
required. 

Tranaverae fields can be shielded more 
effectively using multiple layers of thin shielding 
material- The effect of layering ia to put low and 
high magnetic resistance patha together. Rucker [4] 
in 1894 showed that multiple shields ahculd be used 
whenever the shield thickness ia greater than 3b/2ur. 
Since this time there have been numerous papers dealing 
with multiple layer shielding [3,5,6,7]. Shielding 
improvements of greater than b/d can be expected for 
each layer, and Wadey (7] predicts a gain of 30 for 
each layer. In general the formulaea for multiple 
shields are cumbersome and will not be repeated here, 
the reader ia referred to [3] and [6] for these 
equations. 

Up to this point we have considered the shielding 
properties of spheres and cylinders in transverse 
fields. Many engineering problems require shielding of 
other geometries. The above techniques can be 
generalized by using the concept of demagnetizing 
factors. Solving for these demagnetizing factors for 
any geometry is a difficult problem. The demagnetizing 
factors for ellipsoids was solved for by Osborn [8] and 
these can be used to approximate the shielding 
effectiveness of other geometries. 

Another area which the designer must consider is 
the field penetration that occurs at the openings of 
cylinders. The orientation of the cylinder with 
respect to the field determines the magnitude and 
penetration depth of the field into the ahield. 
Figure 1 shows that when the fields are transverse to 
the cylinder, the field penetration depth is smaller 
and the decay faster than when the fields are parallel 
to the Axis of the cylinder. The field decay can be 
described analytically and is given in [3] by Eqs. 6 
and 7 below. The decay is governed by the ratio of 
axial distance into the shield (n) divided by the radius 
(r^). The leading coefficients in Eqs. 6 and 7 show 
that transverae openings are partially shielded because 
of their location, whereas axial openings see an 
increase in the field. 

1 • I aa* 3.« ?L tra*av*ree «*) 
•*> r 4 

I • 1 -•••, »i» J.24 5- axial C7) 

Th. increase in -jtial field strength is proportional to 
the length <L) to outer disaster <D 0) ratio. 

The shielding affect at the opening ie e 
combination of the decay given by Cq. 6 or 7 plus the 
shielding of a long cylinder. This combination it 
given by tq. 8, vhcre S is the shielding ratio for 
infinite cylinders in transverse or axial fields. The 
flat portion of the curves in Fig. I occurs vherc the 
entrance effects are negligible. 

ihrrW 
eff op 

The shielding of axial fialda ia more difficult 
than shielding tranaverae fialda. In axial fielda the 
value of S goes to one aa the length increases, while 
S o p goes to infinity making S eff equal to one- For 
short cylinders S eff alao becomes one becauae aa L 
decreaaea to xero the ratio HQ/H^ m a t equal one. 
Therefore there ia an optimum design length for axial 
shields but this deaign may be impractical due to 
physical or economic constraints. Axial shield designs 
in general should have a small length to diameter ratio 
which allows for the entrance effects. The shield 
thickness should be as large Ms possible to increase S. 

In transverse fields, multiple layer shielding was 
used to increase the shielding effectiveneaa and to 
decrease the shield thicknesa. Multiple-layer 
shielding ageinat axial fields can also be used and has 
been treated in [3] and [7]. Mager estimate* the 
shielding effectiveness for a double cylindrical shell 
to be 

D 4 D. D 
S t ' 4 N 2 S 2 S l L + ? 5 D " F ^ D* m o o 

* U N 2 ( S 2 + S l > + 1 ( 9 ) 

where S± is Mri^ di^i^* N 2 i s t n e demagnetizing factor 
for the outer cylinder, d^ is the gap width, D^ is the 
average diameter of the gap, and D 0 is the outer 
diameter of the gap. Aa the length-to-diameter ratio 
increases, the demagnetizing factor and the ratio of 
D m/(L+.5D m) decreases. The values of dj/bj and 0±/D o 

can be used to increaae the shielding ratio. The 
effect of theae individual ratioa when considered 
together ia that double axial shields should be short 
and have adequate thickness to prevent saturation. 
Equation 9 shows that the space between shields helps 
the shielding ratio and therefore double shields are 
better than single shields. Gubeer et al. 19) extended 
Eq. 9 into a recursion formula for multiple axial 
shields. 

The above formulae give the deaigner an initial 
idea of the shielding thickneaa. These estimates are 
accurate for cylinders, spheres, and ellipsoids, and 
demagnetizing factors can be used to approximate the 
shielding for rectangular shapes. In many cases, the 
shield is not cylindrical or spherical and the deaigner 
vill want to use the second method to calculate the 
shielding design. 
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SeUttt M4 Law (10] ereeesed • • alternative 
me;*** far calculetimg the efcieldimg effectiveness. 
They solve the fellewieej eet of e*>scieAa i* their 
design method: 

i*l 

M " H; dl. 

(10) 

(U) 

(12) 
i-1 

tesorisjent. Experimental gesults, aad aacsamaiaeati—a 

>ie established a test program aid facility »t UJI1. 
Ill) to ke used for testing shielding andels. The teet 
facility produces a uniform field of up to M O gauss in 
a cylindrical volume 60 cm high with a 20-ca radius. 
Ue tested several shielding aodele in this device along 
with solid iron (c-1008) cylinders and iron (clOl*) 
tubing. A multilayer rectangular shield also was 
tested. Data was taken with a three-axia Hall probe, 
using a 1*11 gsvesaettr (model *«20). 

We performed soae generel tests to establiah the 
accuracy of the aethode discussed in the previous 
sections. The test data were elao used to aake 
coaparisons with the results froa CFUH. We found thet 
the external fielda on the shields predicted by CFUH 
are within 20S of the teat reaulte. The field decay at 
the entrance to the shields is coapared with the theory 
and is shown in Fig. 1. Estimates of the shielding 
effectiveness, using the equations in the first section 

This two-dimensional technique should be used over 
sections of the shield that vet exposed to different 
external-field strengths. The first step in the 
process is to solve for the flux (•) entering the 
shield over each area element (Aj). The field 
intensity (H£> in the aaterial can be found by using 
a fl-H curve. The value of H£ in Che aaterial is 
equal Co H^ inside the shield. Aapere's law is used 
to sua up the values of H£ inside the shield to find 5. 
In Eq. 12 the current is zero. By choosing a proper 
closed-line integral, we can obtain the value of B. 
DeWicc scaces chat this mechod is an iceracive scheme. 
He incerpreC Che iceracions Co be on Che shielding 
chicknesp used in calculacing Bj in Eq. 11 from Che 
flux in Eq. 10. 

This mechod can be used in designing mulciple 
shields since Che value of B inCernal Co each layer is 
known. Mulciple-shield design requires an assumpcion 
about the field direction between the layers. A 
conservative approach is to assume chat the fields exit 
the outer shield normal to Che shield wall and travel 
across Che gap and are normal Co Che inner shield. 
This is conservacive because if Che gap is wide Che 
fields will cry Co go in Che direccion of Che exCernal 
field. If Chis occurs some flux lines may not reach 
Che inner 3hield. This flux line pattern is considered 
in cylindrical multilayer shields avid is given by Che 
faccor 

for cylinders. As D^/DQ approaches unicy, all Che 
flux lines penetrace Che inner shield so Chat Che 
shielding effecc becomes a sumnacion of Che individual 
shielding ratios for each shield (i.e., 
S»S^+S2+... +S n). This summation is the dominanc 
effect in DeWitt's method, and there is no 
consideration of the effecc of Che air space. 

Another drawback Co Chis design cool is chat Che 
exCernal fields near Che shield are unknown. DeWicc 
assumes chat a uniform field, equal in magnitude to the 
external field, penetrates the first half of the 
shield. The field enters Che shield over Che first 
half of the shield surface and exits over the aecond 
half. For a cylindrical shield with tranaverae fields, 
this scheae increases the external field by (x)D0/2 
whereas the increase predicted by Eq. 3 is 2 0 o. The 
field values exCernal Co the shield can be coaputed by 
using codes such as GFUM [11] or TOSCA [12]. 

10 J 

/— Theory for 
/ multilayer 

1 0 2 

JO 

Theory for multilayer 
cylinders in axial 

fields 

D„ = 1.273 in. 
Axial field 

Three layers ( D C 1008 - 0.163 thick 
1 0 I- (2) AL 4750 0.01 thick 

(3) AL 4750 0.01 thick 

0 2 4 6 8 
Distance (in) 

Fig. 1 Experimental reaults of transverse (+) and 
axial (o) shielding effectiveness (S) as a function of 
Che axial distance into a multilayer reccangular 
shield. Theoretical results are shown aa solid lines. 
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*•*) in aef. 3, war. within a factor al twa •( th* 
deta. Tat* ia within «tr •cswriasatel accuracy baceu*. 
we did w t *a»» •pacific-swtarial I-* curves, and th* 
material hietary *>f seme af th* taat piece* *•• unknown. 

Tha data t t w that »a edeausts akiaU daaig* far 
either traaavera* or axial field* caa •* done using tha 
•awetieae given ia tfca pracadiaf eectioms. Ua 
racasantad certain deeig* csmaideracieae. Th* (irat ia 
to aaka iaitial design calculation* ktn4 on tha 
solutions far spheres and cylinders. Tnaa* estimate*, 
based on E*j. J, 4, or S, live initial shield 
thicknaasea ami can ba a guide in determining if 
Multiple shields ara required, tucker'• approxiaation 
vil], in general, ahov that Multiple shields should be 
uicd. sucker's approximstion show* that tha shielding 
thickness of aaeh layer is vary thin which can ba 
difficult to support Mechanically. Therefore tha uaa 
of aultipla shialda depend* on the Mechanical force* on 
tha ahiald and on the design complexity that Multiple 
layers create. 

If a more coaplicated design ia required, the 
designer can uae either the demagnetizing factors or 
the Method proposed by DeWitt. If DeWitt's aethod ia 
used, the following test result*, which de*l with the 
aatiaation of the external field* entering the shield 
should be incorporated into the deeign process. 
Figure 2 is a sketch of the Magnitude of the field 
Measured along the top and side of a solid and hollow 
cylinder and along the rectangular shield. Along the 
Cop of Che test pieces, there is a minimus of the field 
at the axis; then the fields rise to some maximum at 
the edge and then decay to the background field level. 
Along the sides the maximum again occurs at the edge 
and decreases to a minimum value at the geonetric 
center of the side. Ve expect this minimum value to be 
zero on the surface of the shield beceuse of symmetry 
considerations. The value of the field on axis was 
approxiaated by Eq. 13 which is the field 
aultiplication factor of Eq. 7, 

•'S- 1/2 
(13) 

Test results show that the above estimate is 
within 20% for axial fields on open-ended shields and 
within 75Z for solid cylinders. A conservative design 
approach is to multiply the result of Eq. 13 by two and 
use this as an average value of the field along the top 
of the shield. Along the aides, the field level is the 
average value at the corner and decreases linearly to 
zero at the midpoint. This field approximation can be 
used to determine the flux entering the shield in 
Eq. 10 and then Eqs. 11 and 12 can be used to find the 
field inside the shield. This approximation multiplies 
the external field transverse to a cylinder by 2.6 
D 0, which is conservative when compared to the value 
given by Eq. 3. 

In either design approach, the effect of gaps in 
the &hi»ld oust be considered. Equation 14 [14] shows 
that the effective permeability <Ue), 

•*£ 
(14) 

is reduced whenever the field length (I) in the 
material is interrupted by an air gap of length £g. 
Soft iron has a relative permeability of 1000, so that 
ig/1 Most be less than 0.001 for the effect to be 
negligible. This iapliea that gap widths should be 
leas than 0.001 in. thick. This requirement puts a 

•ever* rest net is. on tha design af Urea efcield* 
tiara 1-ail talaraacas with flatness *•»• parallel 
restrictions on Mating surfaces ara costly. 

Tha results of test* performed on a aplit 
cylinder, tha aplit cutting th*> Magnetic Cield path in 
tha cylinder, show that tha gap width calculated frjm 
Eq. 14 was larger then the actual gap width. This 
difference waa attributed to tha uaa of a general i-H 
curve for th* raat piece. In a seond part af this 
taat, a filler Material of 0.002-in-diaa, aoft iron 
powder waa placed in th* gap to try to iaprova tha 
affective peraeebility. A two-fold iaproveaant in 
U, was observed. Future gap teais ara being 
planned to find a better filler aaterial. The filler 
aateriel increased the effective peraeability, 
iaplying that aachining tolerances can be relaxed for 
the shielding design. Another way to decrease the 
effects of gap* is to overlap tha Mating surfaces. 
This technique placea part of tha gap along the field 
direction, which eases the Magnetic transition froa 
on* aaterial to the other. 

Test piece B = (Bx2 + By 2 + Bz2)v2 

Bext 

Fig. 2 Sketch showing the magnitude of the Magnetic 
field a* it varies along the top and the sides of 
either cylindrical or rectangular test pieces. 
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U* hava reviewed the several methode in designing 
passive magnetic shielding »» static fielda. The 
first technique uses (a* analytic solutions for 
shielding of spntret and cylinders. The second method 
is masad upon calculating the Clin that enters the 
shield and then using the i-H curve, along with 
Jwnpere's law, ti determine the field ioaida the 
shield. Taste performed at L U l provide a technique 
for estimating the external fields on the shield for 
the second aethod. Other tests show that gaps created 
by oating surfsets will causa a severe deeresse in the 
shields performance. Initial teats using * filler 
material shows that gap tolsrsnces can be relaxed and 
the effective permeability of the gap is improved by a 
factor of two. 
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